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Handout for Presentation Skills for Brainiacs
Presented at Women Transforming Technology 2020
The GREY text is what I talked about during the webinar. The ORANGE words are the prompts I added for
myself so that I’d remember where to click for animations, how to set up for this particular webinar, and
other things I needed to do.
1.

Cheating Death
By PowerPoint

Presentation Skills for Brainiacs

Developing talks that get people excited about your work!

Laura Foley
laura@lauramfoley.com | lauramfoley.com | @LMFDesign
978.820.0046

@ LMFDesign

LAURA for live preso:
• Present in VMFusion Unity View
• Start Presenter view, then make window smaller
• Minimize PowerPoint Normal view
• Separate Participants and Chat windows from
main meeting screen
• Open WEBINAR Chat window links.docx (in
Handouts folder) for pasting into chat
• SLOW DOWN!
This slide lets people know that I’m not officially
starting yet. Rather, I’m about to tell the audience
about how they can interact with me during the
presentation.

2.

First, a little
housekeeping!
@ LMFDesign

• This will be an interactive webinar!
• Here’s a screen shot of a Zoom window.
• [CLICK] Those three controls at the bottom –
Chat, Raise Hand, and Q&A – are how you can
communicate with me and each other.
• Your screen might look a little different, but the
controls should be the same for everybody.

3.
Here’s how we’ll interact
during this webinar!

@ LMFDesign

Every once in a while, I’m going to ask you to raise
your hand to answer “yes” to a question.

4.

You’ll see this Raise Your Hand slide.
[CLICK] To raise your hand, click on the little “raise
hand” icon at the bottom of the window.
@ LMFDesign

• I’m also going to take breaks throughout the
webinar to answer your questions.
• [CLICK] If any questions occur to you while I’m
speaking, click on the Q&A button.

5.

@ LMFDesign

• You can also chat amongst yourselves by
clicking on the Chat button.
• [CLICK] I’d ask that you keep the chit-chat to a
minimum so that you can get the most benefit
out of this webinar.

6.
Chat amongst yourselves.

@ LMFDesign

7.

Cheating Death
By PowerPoint

Presentation Skills for Brainiacs

Developing talks that get people excited about your work!

Laura Foley
laura@lauramfoley.com | lauramfoley.com | @LMFDesign
978.820.0046

@ LMFDesign

This is the goal of today’s training.

8.
Today, you’ll learn how
to create
INFORMATIVE,
CLEAR, and
ENTERTAINING virtual
and in-person
presentations that drive
the results you want!
@ LMFDesign
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9.

Show of hands: How many of you have limitless
resources and never have to defend or explain your
work?

RAISE YOUR HAND…
if you have limitless resources, never need
to defend or explain your work, and don’t
have to sell products or pitch ideas?

People respond by “raising their hands” by clicking
on the Raise Hand icon. The exact number of votes
isn’t as important as an overall sense of if it’s most
of the audience, about half, or hardly any.

@ LMFDesign

10.

It’s like this all the time, right? Never worrying
about funding or cash flow.

It’s like
this all
the time,
right?

@ LMFDesign

No, it’s more like this.

11.
P le a s e , s ir .
I wa n t som e
m or e.

The reality is that we are always looking for
funding, support, and validation. We always need
to find new clients or communicate with existing
ones.
@ LMFDesign

And we always have to get out there to
communicate the value of what we do.

12.

We need to talk about our work to make that
happen. We have to present.

At some point you’ll probably
have to do a presentation.
@ LMFDesign
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13.

We present to teach. We want people to know
about something, or to demonstrate that we know
about the subject.

Why do we present?

We present to sell. This can mean selling products
or services.
to

to

TEACH

SELL

to

to

ENTERTAIN INSPIRE

We present to entertain. We want to convey
information in an interesting or amusing way that
gets the audience responding emotionally to us.

to

CONVINCE
@ LMFDesign

We present to inspire, to uplift, to motivate!
And we present to convince other people to
change their viewpoints. An example might be
trying to get people to understand why a difficult
change needs to happen. It can also mean getting
people to adopt your ideas, even though at first
they don’t want to or don’t realize that they should.
14.

How many of you love giving boring presentations?

Dude, I LOVE doing
boring presentations!

Not when so much is at stake
Nobody, right? But sometimes we end up giving
boring presentations even without meaning to.

@ LMFDesign

15.

You have a lot of information you want to tell!

You have
SO MUCH
INFORMATION
that the
AUDIENCE NEEDS
TO KNOW!!!

It’s all important!
You want your audience to have all the facts!
Your subject is just so complex that you have to
put in all the details!
Sound familiar?

@ LMFDesign

16.

What ends up happening is we make slides like
this…

What Is Needed
• Trusted and certified integrations
between COMPUConstruct EIM
applications such as CC Vision and

mission critical enterprise applications
such as SAP Work Management

COMPU
Construct, Inc.
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17.

…and this…

What’s the Big Deal About M&S?
• Models and Simulations (M&S) are used on NASA missions (and other
industries) to exercise software without requiring the hardware
components to be included early in the mission lifecycle.

• For example, M&S can send commands to the FSW to fire thrusters without the
thrusters being fired (That would not be safe!!)

• M&S allows various scenarios to be run without having the full system
available.
• Intended to help facilitate the system development process

• Most importantly M&S products provide valuable feedback to decisionmakers on design/architecture elements of the system early on

• For example, possibly a simulation of the FSW interacting with a 1553 Bus
Simulation, versus Space Wire Simulation. A system designer selects one design
over another often based on simulation results.

18.

And this. There’s a lot of important information
here, like how the company is wasting almost
USD$118M/year. But unless you read the slide
from top to bottom, you don’t get the entire
message of this slide.

The High Cost of Searching
“Product” Engineers spend considerable amounts of time searching for information.
30% (2.5 hours per day) of an engineer’s day is spent searching (IDC industry estimate)
Average salary of an engineer - $70,000 (Glassdoor)

Scenario:

7,000 engineers in company (company.com)
@ $33.65/hr
2 hours searching each day (25% of 8 hour day)
------------------------------------------------------------------Company Cost for searching = $ 471,100 per day

Total: $ 117,775,000 per year
(Based on 40 hours per week at 50 weeks)

If we can save only 1% of an engineer’s “time searching”,

we can save the company $ 11.8 million per year
and allow engineers to spend their saved 1200 hours per year creating new parts.
IDC – International Data Corporation, global market intelligence for information technology industry
Glassdoor - career community, jobs, salaries, company reviews

Data dumps, TMI, whatever you want to call it,
doesn’t work. It’s like drinking from the firehose!

19.

“You get to drink from the firehose!”

[CLICK] Technical jargon and data are confusing to
an audience that lacks STEM background
Confusing!

Paralyzing!

Boring!

No call to
action!

[CLICK] Too much information that audience is
overwhelmed and paralyzed. They can’t process
what they’re getting

@ LMFDesign

[CLICK] These TMI decks are boring to look at and
to listen to.
[CLICK] Finally, they’re just data dumps. There’s no
clear call to action. Marketing talk for “what do I do
now that I’ve seen your presentation?”
***If there are any questions, stop screen sharing
and go to video.***

20.

Any questions so far?

@ LMFDesign
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21.

6 Rules for great presentations

1
Highlight
benefits,
not features

22.

Focus on
audience,
not yourself

3
Tell
stories and
demonstrate

4

5
Edit,
edit,
edit!

Plan
well

6
Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@ LMFDesign

• Rule 1: Highlight benefits, not features.
• Features are laundry list of items; benefits are
the good things that come of them.
• Audiences care more about benefits, less about
features.

6 Rules for great presentations

1
Highlight
benefits,
not features

23.

2

2
Focus on
audience,
not yourself

3
Tell
stories and
demonstrate

4
Plan
well

5
Edit,
edit,
edit!

6
Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@ LMFDesign

• This is Mr. Skeptic. He’s in every audience, but
he doesn’t always ask these questions out loud.
• But he’s always waiting for you to answer them.

So what?
What’s in it for me?

@ LMFDesign

• The BLUF Statement articulates why the
audience is there and what benefits they will
derive from your presentation.
• You state this early in your presentation so that
people know exactly why they’re watching you.
• The benefits of what you’re talking about should
not be a punchline at the end of your
presentations. People need to know early and
often!
• This is the BLUF Statement for this
presentation.
• These are the benefits you get by being on this
call today.

24.

The BLUF* Statement
*Bottom Line Up Front
@ LMFDesign

25.
Today, you’ll learn how
to create
INFORMATIVE,
CLEAR, and
ENTERTAINING virtual
and in-person
presentations that drive
the results you want!
@ LMFDesign
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26.

The BLUF statement gives people an out. If they’re
in the wrong room or webinar, they can leave early.
You don’t waste their time, and they aren’t
resentful. Win/win

RAISE YOUR HAND…
…if this is why you’re here today.

You might have noticed that I didn’t list every
single thing you’ll be learning. That was on
purpose.

@ LMFDesign

• A list of everything you’d be learning would be a
list of Features. I want to highlight the Benefits.
What’s the difference?
• [CLICK] A feature is a characteristic or
description of a product or service.
• [CLICK] Benefits are the great things that
happen as a result of using the product or
service.

27.

Features vs. Benefits
What something
IS.

What something
CAN PROVIDE.

Size

Mileage

Save time

Weight

Color

Make you
happy

Materials

Quantity

Location

Style

Cost

Texture

Solve
problem

Make you
look cool
Save money
Be thrilling

Be envied

Make you
unique
@ LMFDesign

• The features of your product, service, or idea
can be helpful for people to know.
• But that shouldn’t be all you talk about.

28.

Features vs. Benefits
What something
IS.

What something
CAN PROVIDE.

Size

Mileage

Save time

Weight

Color

Make you
happy

Materials

Quantity

Location

Style

Cost

Texture

Solve
problem

Make you
look cool
Save money
Be thrilling

Be envied

Make you
unique
@ LMFDesign

• Benefits speak to people’s emotions. How do
they feel when they save money? Why is being
unique important?
• Creating an emotional connection with your
audience can make your message resonate
more deeply.

29.

Features vs. Benefits
What something
IS.

What something
CAN PROVIDE.

Size

Mileage

Save time

Weight

Color

Make you
happy

Materials

Quantity

Location

Style

Cost

Texture

Solve
problem

Make you
look cool
Save money
Be thrilling

Be envied

Make you
unique
@ LMFDesign

30.

• You can get to the benefits of what you’re
talking about when you keep asking “So What?”
until you arrive at the answer to the question
“What’s in it for me?”

So what?
What’s in it for me?

@ LMFDesign
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31.

• Apple released the 1st-generation iPod in 2001.
I’ll pause for a moment to let you read this slide.
• [CLICK] This lists features. Characteristics of
the iPod.
• [CLICK] Mr. Skeptic is unimpressed. So what if it
is compact, has 32 megs of RAM, 5 gigs of
storage, and a 10-hour battery life?

Introducing the iPod
• Compact size
✓

Only 4" x 2.5" x .75"

• 32 MB ram
✓

Provides over 20 minutes of skip
protection

• 5 GB storage
• Battery life:
up to 10 hours

FEATURES
32.

• So what if it’s compact? That makes it portable!
Introducing the iPod
• Compact size
✓

It’s portable!

Only 4" x 2.5" x .75"

• 32 MB ram
✓

Provides over 20 minutes of skip
protection

• 5 GB storage
• Battery life:
up to 10 hours

33.

• All of this storage and RAM enables the iPod to
hold a lot of music!

Introducing the iPod
• Compact size
✓

Only 4" x 2.5" x .75"

• 32 MB ram
✓

It holds
lots of music!

Provides over 20 minutes of skip
protection

• 5 GB storage
• Battery life:
up to 10 hours

34.

• Long battery life means long periods of
uninterrupted music.

Introducing the iPod
• Compact size
✓

Only 4" x 2.5" x .75"

• 32 MB ram
✓

Provides over 20 minutes of skip
protection

• 5 GB storage
• Battery life:
up to 10 hours

35.

It lasts a long time
on a single charge!

• That’s pretty good, but so what? What’s in it for
Mr. Skeptic?

Introducing the iPod
It’s portable!
It holds
lots of music!
It lasts a long time
on a single charge!
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• The fact that an iPod is portable, hold lots of
music, and lasts a long time on a single charge
makes it better than a boom box, Discman, or
Walkman.
• What’s a brief, punchy phrase we can use that
summarizes these benefits?

36.

@ LMFDesign

• “A thousand songs in your pocket.”
• [CLICK] This is definitely a HUGE benefit!

37.

BENEFIT

@ LMFDesign

***If there are any questions, stop screen sharing
and go back to video.***

38.

Any questions about BLUF
Statements or Features vs. Benefits?
@ LMFDesign

39.

Rule #2: Focus on the audience, not yourself.

6 Rules for great presentations

1
Highlight
benefits,
not features

2
Focus on
audience,
not yourself

3
Tell
stories and
demonstrate

4
Plan
well

5
Edit,
edit,
edit!

A speaker-focused presentation serves the
presenter. An audience-focused presentation, on
the other hand
• Answers the audience’s questions
• Addresses their concerns
• Solves their problems

6
Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@ LMFDesign
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40.

The star of the presentation

@ LMFDesign

If a speaker is delivering a speaker-focused
presentation, she becomes the star. The
presentation is full of facts and figures, or maybe a
couple of inspiring statistics. It includes lots of
information about her organization, the services
they offer, the clients they’ve worked with, etc. The
presentation becomes all about her and what she
has to offer to the audience.
Let’s look at an example of a speaker-focused
presentation.

41.

This presentation starts out with a title slide.
Notice the client’s name doesn’t appear anywhere.

Client Presentation
TechConsultants Consulting
& Contracting Services
Solution Areas: Full-Lifecycle and Implementation
Solutions for Converged Communications and IT Clients

TechConsultants©
Value Driven Solutions Delivered

Consulting

Contracting

Technology

TechConsultants©

42.

Introductions

Here’s your awesome team!

• TechConsultants Team for Client Account
Joe Johnson Account Leader, jjohnson@techconsultants.com
Fatima Haim Solutions & Delivery Leader – fhaim@techconsultants.com
Practice Management Team for Converged
Communications and IT, including Troy Casey,
tcasey@techconsultants.com

TechConsultants Delivery Associates: Consultants and
Contractors at Client Sites and Remotes (Virtual Office)

TechConsultants©

43.

TechConsultants HQ

Here’s are awesome office in an awesome office
park!

TechConsultants©
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44.

15

• It starts out with a title slide, then we introduce
the players. After that, it’s me, me, me, me, me
• [CLICK] They don’t get around to addressing the
client until the 15th slide!
• [ZOOM IN SO PEOPLE CAN SEE]
• This is actually pretty common, showcasing
credentials before talking about what you offer
to the client.

45.

Remember this? You need to let your audience
know that you’re considering their needs,
answering their questions, solving their problems.

46.

So the real star of the presentation isn’t the
presenter…

The star of the presentation

@ LMFDesign

47.

…it’s the audience!

Oh, hi guys!

The stars of the presentation

@ LMFDesign

***If there are any questions, stop screen sharing
and go to video.***

48.
Me, wanting to
teach you all about
presentation design
You, thirsty
for knowledge

You with me so far?

@ LMFDesign
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49.

Rule #3: Tell stories and demonstrate
• Stories are relatable, memorable.
• Demonstration with actual products, props, etc.
is more memorable than just text on a screen.

6 Rules for great presentations

1

2

Highlight
benefits,
not features

Focus on
audience,
not yourself

3
Tell
stories and
demonstrate

4
Plan
well

5
Edit,
edit,
edit!

6
Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@ LMFDesign

***Go to video to ask moderator to recite the
story***
• Here’s a story you might know. Does everybody
remember it?
• What was the moral of the story?
• When was the last time you heard it?
• Memorable, right?

50.

@ LMFDesign

51.

Improving interactions for low vision

Before: Tech with boring, anonymous graphic

•What challenges do they
face?

• Navigating and shopping
• Digital interfaces

52.
Difficulty
navigating
spaces,
finding
things

Telling a story about a man with low vision can
make it more relatable to the audience.
“What’s it like having low vision? Well imagine
yourself needing to buy some cold medicine.
Depending on your level of macular degeneration,
it could be a challenge even getting to the
pharmacy! Once you arrive, you then have to find
your way to the cold remedies aisle. Think about
how hard that would be to do if what you see is
blurred or partially obscured. And once you’re
there, you have to read the tiny type on the
packaging to make sure you’re getting the right
medicine.
“For somebody with low vision, this kind of thing
happens every day.”
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53.

Let’s find out how many of you are doing live
demos.

RAISE YOUR HAND…
…if you do live demonstrations
during your presentations.

@ LMFDesign

54.

Demonstrations = memorable

Here’s a tip for real-life presenting: You can call up
a member of the audience and give them a gauzy
blindfold to simulate low vision. Then ask them to
find something on their smartphone without using
voice commands.
***stop video to show low-vision goggles***

@ LMFDesign

55.

Rule #4: Plan well
• Know your objective for every presentation
• Develop a plan to get there (guide your
audience)
• Focus on important things, eliminate tangents

6 Rules for great presentations

1
Highlight
benefits,
not features

2
Focus on
audience,
not yourself

3
Tell
stories and
demonstrate

4
Plan
well

5
Edit,
edit,
edit!

6
Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@ LMFDesign

You don’t just “do” a PowerPoint. A great
presentation requires thoughtful planning and a lot
of effort.

56.

@ LMFDesign

57.

Start with an outline.

@ LMFDesign

All good presentations start with an outline.
Outlines help you to list all of the ideas you have
for the presentation, then rearrange them so they
make sense as a story. You might already have
created an outline of sorts for your paper, such as
a table of contents or main headings in the
document. You can start there.
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58.

@ LMFDesign

59.

For this demonstration, my topic is about
sandwiches. And this is what happens when you
work on your outline in PowerPoint.

Sandwiches are awesome!
Things that make sandwiches awesome
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just about every place in the world has a specialty sandwich
Easy to make
Transportable
Can be made of just about anything
Customizable for a variety of tastes
Delicious!

Sandwiches of the world
•
•
•
•
•
•

Croque Monsieur
Japanese Yakisoba sandwich
Schwarma
Chinese filled buns
Roti
Etc.

Don’t work on your outline in PowerPoint! At this
point, you should only be thinking about your ideas,
not design. That comes much later in the process.
If you create your outline in PowerPoint, you might
be tempted to start working on the slides, which
will distract you from the work of developing a
strong script.

@ LMFDesign

60.
The outline should
look like this

It’s easy to fall into the pattern of having lots of
bullet points and tiny photos on a slide. And you
can start to get preoccupied with design. So be
sure you’re creating your outline in Word or some
other word processing software.
The outline should look something like this. You’ve
got a title, main headings, and sub-headings. And
it’s easy to switch the order of the topics if you
need to so that it flows better as a story.

@ LMFDesign

61.

✓

Try to present
just one idea
per slide

Try to present just one idea per slide. This helps
the audience to be able to focus more on you and
less on the slides.

@ LMFDesign
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The outline is cut and pasted into the speaker
notes area of your PowerPoint file or the presenter
notes area of Keynote.

62.

@ LMFDesign

[USE LASER POINTER TO INDICATE SPEAKER
NOTES AREA]
• Helps you to rehearse
• Create useful handouts
• Enables other people besides yourself to give
the presentation and deliver the same
messages
• You can elaborate and add more text in the
speaker notes, if you need to.
***If there are any questions, stop screen sharing
and go to video.***

63.

Are we good on
stories, demos, and planning?

@ LMFDesign

64.

1
Highlight
benefits,
not features

65.

Rule #5: Edit, edit, edit!
• Focus on main points
• Simplify complex information
• Make sure you only speak for designated
amount of time

6 Rules for great presentations

2
Focus on
audience,
not yourself

3
Tell
stories and
demonstrate

4
Plan
well

5
Edit,
edit,
edit!

6
Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@
LMFDesign

We do it with a method called “Analyze and
Synthesize”

Analyze and Synthesize

Determine the
main messages

Combine edited
content with visuals
@ LMFDesign

The first step is to [CLICK] analyze each to
determine the most important parts of the
message. Also at this stage you would figure out if
you need to space your information out to more
than one slide, so that each focuses on a single
message or part of the main message.
After you have determined the main messages, it’s
time to synthesize [CLICK] them into a new, more
concise whole.
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66.

Remove that from your slides that doesn’t spark
joy!

67.

Remove that from your slides that doesn’t spark
joy!

68.

Because you don’t wanna be this guy.

The worst-case scenario

@ LMFDesign
Photo © Zach Graham

In the worst-case scenario, the presenter reads the
like a script, word for word, as you can see is being
done here. Not only is that painful to watch, but it
really insults the intelligence of the audience, and
it’s a big waste of everyone’s time. If you’re going
to be that detailed then you might as well save
everyone the trouble of getting together and just
distribute the deck electronically.
The reason we have live meetings and
presentations is so that we can make a connection
with the audience.
And we aren’t going to do that by reading slides.
“Be simple without being simplistic.”

69.

It’s not always easy to simplify your language
without sounding like you’re talking down to the
audience. But it is possible, and the reward is that
you will be able to connect with more people.

Be simple without
being simplistic.
@ LMFDesign
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70.

“Ohhhhh,
now we
get it!”
@ LMFDesign
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-1986-0109-010 / Grubitzsch (geb. Raphael), Waltraud / CC-BY-SA

Here’s how I like to explain the difference. Try to
talk so that not only can Grandma understand
what you’re saying but she can accurately and
enthusiastically explain it to others.
I often get pushback on this. People tell me that
simplifying their topics will make them sound
stupid.
[STORY ABOUT FEMALE ENGINEER]

71.

You’ve heard it a million times: People say that a
picture’s worth a thousand words. You’ve heard it a
million times because it’s true.

A picture’s worth 1,000 words

@ LMFDesign

72.

The Picture Superiority Effect
10%

Text
only

Text &
image

65%

“When we read text alone, we are likely to
remember only 10% of the information 3 days later.
[CLICK] If that information is presented to us as
text combined with a relevant image, we are likely
to remember 65% of the information 3 days later.”
—John Medina, Brain Rules, 2008

@ LMFDesign

Source: John Medina, Brain Rules, 2008

73.

Nori rolls
A nori roll is a piece of nori, or seaweed, wrapped
around some rice and a filling. A typical serving
consists of a roll cut into several bite-sized pieces.
Sometimes the chef will decorate the plate with
flourishes of sauce or a garnish of some kind. The
serving often comes with a side of pickled ginger and
some wasabi.
@ LMFDesign

74.

Nori rolls

@ LMFDesign
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[CUT AND PASTE FREE PHOTOS LINKS INTO CHAT
SCREEN]

75.
Free photo links in
Chat Window!

I’ve just cut and pasted a list of links to cost-free
and copyright-free photos

@ LMFDesign

76.

Rule #6: Show energy, enthusiasm, and
excitement!

6 Rules for great presentations

Be eager to share your knowledge
1
Highlight
benefits,
not features

2

3

4

5

Focus on
audience,
not yourself

Tell
stories and
demonstrate

Plan
well

Edit,
edit,
edit!

6

Show that you want good things for your audience,
the world

Show
energy,
enthusiasm,
excitement!
@ LMFDesign

Does this look familiar?

77.

Right? The presenter’s showing a with too much
information. So much text there she needs a
pointer so people can follow along. She’s not
happy, the audience isn’t happy. Who wins?
Nobody.
@ LMFDesign

78.

@ LMFDesign

Here are some people who make science,
engineering and technology FUN!
• When they are presenting to the general public
they explain themselves clearly.
• If they use scientific terms that people might
not understand, they tell people what those
words mean.
• They tell lots of stories.
• They do demonstrations.
• They are all energetic, enthusiastic, and
entertaining.
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79.

“Act enthusiastic and you’ll
be enthusiastic.”
Dale Carnegie

@ LMFDesign

[ANNOUNCE PAUSE WHILE AUDIENCE READS]
• Acting enthusiastic is so important when you’re
presenting.
• They don’t call it “being on stage” for nothing.
• You can communicate your excitement for
you’re talking about by presenting
enthusiastically and authentically.
• You remember this guy, right

80.

The worst-case scenario

@ LMFDesign
Photo © Zach Graham

• What if he got up, moved around, faced the
audience and was excited about what he was
talking about?
• How about a less boring slide?
• Forget the fact that he’s transformed into an
entirely different person. Work with me here!

81.

@ LMFDesign
Photo © Zach Graham

***If there are any questions, stop screen sharing
and go to video.***

82.

We just covered a lot. Any questions?

@ LMFDesign

83.

Remote presentation magic

@ LMFDesign

• Now it’s time to show you some of the things I
did to change this in-person presentation into a
remote presentation
• It’s so important to involve the audience as
much as possible when you’re presenting
remotely
• It’s also good to take advantage of the benefits
of remote presenting and also to be aware of
some of the limitations.
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84.

Involving the audience

@ LMFDesign

85.

Know your platform and practice!

@ LMFDesign

86.

• I showed the slides to indicate that I’m looking
for responses.
• Using screen shots and the laser pointer, I show
people how to interact with me.
• For some webinars, you’ll be able to rely on a
helper or engineer to feed you questions and tell
you how people are voting.
• For other webinars, you’ll have to keep track of
it yourself. It can be a lot to juggle, but these
days people are willing to forgive any mistakes
you might make.
• Remember, there are lots of ways we meet
online!
• Be sure to practice with the tool that you’ll be
using to present.
• I created those previous slides after a tech runthrough of this webinar. Before that, I had
different screen shots because I was basing
them off of Zoom Meetings. This is Zoom
Webinar, which has different controls.
[Switch to view of Monitor 1]

PowerPoint’s Presenter View tools

[Demonstrate annotation tools]

@ LMFDesign

87.

Stuff you should avoid in remote presentations

Video

Audio

Complex
Animation

Slide
Transitions

• Always design for low-bandwith presentation.
• I’ve seen some online video and audio that
worked OK. But they weren’t perfect and might
be good just for informal presentations.
• Complicated animation and cool transitions can
take a while to render.

@ LMFDesign
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88.
Cheating Death by PowerPoint

Slide Makeovers

Now let’s look at how we can make over those
three slides I showed you at the beginning of this
talk.

@ LMFDesign

89.

What Is Needed
• Trusted and certified integrations

You need

between COMPUConstruct EIM

TRUSTED and CERTIFIED

applications such as CC Vision and

integrations between COMPUConstruct EIM
and mission-critical enterprise applications.

mission critical enterprise applications
such as SAP Work Management

COMPU
Construct, Inc.

90.

COMPU
Construct, Inc.

What’s the Big Deal About
Modeling and Simulation (M&S)?

What’s the Big Deal About M&S?
• Models and Simulations (M&S) are used on NASA missions (and other
industries) to exercise software without requiring the hardware
components to be included early in the mission lifecycle.

M&S used early in the mission
lifecycle to test software
Can be done before anything
has been built

• For example, M&S can send commands to the FSW to fire thrusters without the
thrusters being fired (That would not be safe!!)

Enables testing of various scenarios

• M&S allows various scenarios to be run without having the full system
available.
• Intended to help facilitate the system development process

Provides valuable feedback early on

• Most importantly M&S products provide valuable feedback to decisionmakers on design/architecture elements of the system early on

• For example, possibly a simulation of the FSW interacting with a 1553 Bus
Simulation, versus Space Wire Simulation. A system designer selects one design
over another often based on simulation results.

Is cheaper, faster and
less risky than testing
actual components!
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91.

The High Cost of Searching
“Product” Engineers spend considerable amounts of time searching for information.
30% (2.5 hours per day) of an engineer’s day is spent searching (IDC industry estimate)
Average salary of an engineer - $70,000 (Glassdoor)

Scenario:

7,000 engineers in company (company.com)
@ $33.65/hr
2 hours searching each day (25% of 8 hour day)
------------------------------------------------------------------Company Cost for searching = $ 471,100 per day

Total: $ 117,775,000 per year
(Based on 40 hours per week at 50 weeks)

If we can save only 1% of an engineer’s “time searching”,

we can save the company $ 11.8 million per year
and allow engineers to spend their saved 1200 hours per year creating new parts.
IDC – International Data Corporation, global market intelligence for information technology industry
Glassdoor - career community, jobs, salaries, company reviews

92.

Product Engineers spend
2½ hours a day searching
for information

Multiplied by the 7,000
engineers in our company,
that’s 14,000 wasted hours

Source: IDC – International Data Corporation, global market intelligence for information technology industry
Glassdoor - career community, jobs, salaries, company reviews

93.

We are wasting almost

$118,000,000/year

If we can
decrease this
search time by
just 1%, we’ll
save almost
$12,000,000

We can reduce this.

94.
Engineers could then
use that extra

1,200 hours/year
to create new parts.

95.

Recap
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Recap

96.
Now you know how to
create INFORMATIVE,
CLEAR, and
ENTERTAINING
presentations that
drive the results you
want!
@ LMFDesign

Put links into chat window

97.
PO Box 453, Hubbardston, MA 01452
(978) 820-0046
laura@lauramfoley.com
lauramfoley.com

facebook.com/LMFDesign
linkedin.com/in/lauramfoleydesign

@ LMFDesign
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